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Letter from the President
When I started as a legal services lawyer in Chicago in 1975, it

National Center on Poverty Law, we set out to save it, and,

was in a cinder-block, no-windows storefront in a west-side neigh-

with your help, we did. We had to charge a subscription for it

borhood still bombed out by the riots of the late 1960s. The law

and move to six issues a year instead of twelve. In spite of the

practice was intensely busy but isolated. Left alone, my handful

deep budget cuts that year, you all responded and subscribed.

of colleagues and I might have hunkered down, turned inward,

We did not miss an issue after that, and the main purposes

and repetitively helped people deal with their legal problems as

of the Review have been maintained with high excellence.

well as we could. But the practice was much more promising than
that. One big reason: I got my Clearinghouse Review every month.

Credit for that goes to Ilze Sprudzs Hirsh and her staff
of editors, whose leadership of the Review straddled the

My Review had deep-dive articles from experts and veteran

changes of 1996. They navigated those profound changes

practitioners, assembling the authorities and teaching the

with a strong dedication to the mission of equal justice for

details of new laws, litigation ideas and trends, policies, and

the poor, and they made it happen with high standards and

strategies. Not only was this a great way to do in-service

wonderful results for 18 years. And credit goes to all of our

learning, but also it was a way for folks in the practice who

volunteer authors and contributors—it has been a community

authored the articles to share their learning and gain stature

effort. All I can say is thank you, and don’t stop now!

and recognition. And I could call them on the phone.

Now we are moving into a new era for the Review. We are

My monthly Review also had a long section in the back that

going back to making it free for all of its users, and we are

summarized cases and other work all around the country

going forward into the era of online publishing to keep the

and that had been sent in by the practitioners, and it offered

Review as powerful an organizing tool as it has ever been.

copies of the pleadings and other papers in those cases.

Stay tuned for more on that, but below is a partial list of

Sitting in my cinder-block, isolated office, I could read about

“greatest hits” to remind us of the fine work of Hirsh and

what the lawyer in Pueblo or Portland or Minneapolis or Biloxi

her colleagues and their predecessors. Well done, all!

or Brooklyn did in an eviction or social security case and order
document library ended up with almost a million pieces. That

Clearinghouse Review Teaches Poverty Law Trends,
Policies, and Practical Strategies

was a fantastic help. More subtle, but perhaps more powerful

1. With funding from the Legal Services Corporation (LSC), 16

copies of the documents and copy them for my own use. The

in the long run, it fueled a sense of belonging to a movement.
I would meet those lawyers eventually at conferences or other
gatherings and know that we were colleagues in a joint effort.
Overlaying all of its offerings, the Review is and always has
been an organizing tool. It is and has been powerful. Evidence
for that is that the opponents of equal justice targeted the
Review and succeeded in defunding it in 1996. Before that,
it was a line item in the federal budget, and the Review was
free for every practitioner every month. At the Sargent Shriver
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national groups—experts in various areas of law affecting
low-income people—for 20 years contributed regular columns
on issues in health, welfare, housing, consumer, elder, and other
areas of law.
2. These national organizations (known then as “national support
centers”) summarized developments in each respective area
of law for the “Annual Review of Poverty Law,” an instructive
issue of the journal, published each January for 20 years.
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3. Elder and disability law special issues of Clearinghouse Review

4. Twenty-five years of legal services was commemorated

were prepared in collaboration with national senior citizen

by a special Clearinghouse Review issue in 1992.

advocacy groups and Protection and Advocacy experts and were
distributed at conferences.

5. When the U.S. Congress defunded the Shriver Center (then
the National Clearinghouse for Legal Services), the long-standing

4. Clearinghouse Review articles are distributed at legal aid

Clearinghouse Review editor Hirsh led the remaining skeletal Review

and other national conferences and local and regional train-

team in meeting—without missing a step—its commitment to pro-

ing retreats and are reproduced in resources such as the

ducing practice-oriented legal information regularly in the Review.

recently published poverty law casebook (Juliet M. Brodie
et al., Poverty Law, Policy, and Practice (New York: Wolters
Kluwer Law & Business, 2014)) reviewed in this issue.

6. With input from lawyers around the country, the editors
selected and planned special Clearinghouse Review issues
on topics that resonated with the legal aid community. The

5. “New Attorney” special Clearinghouse Review issues were

pursuit of racial justice, effects of welfare reform, domestic

popular with field programs. Under later contracts with LSC,

violence and welfare reform, the persistence of poverty, and

new LSC attorneys received the journal at a discounted rate and

an antipoverty agenda were among the varied topics.

the Poverty Law Manual for the New Lawyer (2002) planned
especially for them. Selected programs received hands-on
instruction on how to conduct free Internet legal research.

Clearinghouse Review Inspires a Sense of Belonging
to a National Movement
1. An expanding and changing group of experts, experienced
field program attorneys, and law school professors and clinicians has contributed from 40 to over 100 articles a year.

7. Federal Practice Manual for Legal Aid Attorneys, the first publication of its kind and a unique community resource, discussed
problems specific to federal court litigators representing poor
plaintiffs. In a community response to the Supreme Court’s
increased limits on access to federal court for such plaintiffs, key
legal aid litigators, together with Prof. Jeffrey S. Gutman and Hirsh,
revised this 1989 manual in 2004 and updated it online in 2014.

2. Clearinghouse Review offers the venue for sharing new strategies,

Clearinghouse Review, Including Case Abstracts in
Earlier Years, Is an Organizing Tool

ideas, and legal developments. A champion contributor over the

1. The articles and case materials prompted viral change

last 25 years has been Jane Perkins, now legal director of the

movements across the country, as attorneys learned from

National Health Law Program; to date, she has contributed

and copied one another’s work and experience, cited the

over 70 articles.

decisions in one another’s cases, used the information

3. For 20 years, a group of committed litigators, including the
aforementioned champion contributor Perkins, has annually
contributed an analysis of each U.S. Supreme Court Term’s
rulings affecting a poor person’s access to federal court.
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from one another’s discovery, and took advantage of best
practices and policy developments in one another’s states.
Lawyers learned who their colleagues working on similar issues
were, and they got in touch to co-strategize and consult.
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2. The editors’ outreach for litigation and emerging issues to
cover in case abstracts (now advocacy stories), articles, and
special issues fostered information sharing and collaboration.
3. A key example of action resulting from Clearinghouse
Review is the creation of a Race Equity Project by the Legal
Services of Northern California. The story of the creation and
implementation of this project, inspired by several of that
organization staff’s reading and response to the two-part
2002 “Pursuing Racial Justice” special issue of the Review, is
shared for others to follow in a Review article six years later.
Other articles covered numerous racial justice initiatives.
Clearinghouse Review and its related resources offer a wealth
of knowledge on poverty law, which will continue to grow.
Thanks are due the contributors and the readers for their
feedback. And particular appreciation is due the editors for
their behind-the-scenes and steadfast efforts to identify,
solicit, and produce the legal information that connects
advocates with like-minded colleagues and inspires action
to help persons in poverty move upward and forward.
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